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Value Provision ThemesValue Provision Themes

Customer SatisfactionCustomer Satisfaction

Policy

Providing Peace of Mind and Reliability through a Focus on

Customer Orientation, Experience, Performance, and Advanced

Technologies

Why is it important?

It is our social mission as a manufacturer to provide safe and high-quality products and services

that meet the diversifying needs of our customers.

Daikin's Approach

We strive to ensure safety and high quality in all processes from product design to

manufacturing, sales and after-sales service by anticipating customers’ future wants.
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Fiscal 2021 Achievements

Japan: 1.14  China: 1.04  

India: 1.19  France: 1.02

●Customer satisfaction with after-sales services

We measured customer satisfaction (setting the base year as 1.00)

Medium-Term Targets

Establish service network  
covering all regions worldwide ▶

Fiscal 2021 Achievements

500  billion yen

Sustainability Targets and Results

Elevate customer value by connecting with customers and providing detailed proposals in

response to the needs of each vertical market

●Net sales of Air Conditioning Solutions business

We used net sales to measure the extent to which we provide solutions tailored to needs

Medium-Term Targets

560  billion yen in fiscal 2023
▶

Customer Satisfaction

We continue to strive for customer

satisfaction throughout the

lifecycle of our products by

understanding the needs of

customers around the world and

integrating them into product

development.

Product Quality and Safety

We believe that it is a

manufacturer's mission to provide

society with safe, high-quality

products and services.

Protecting Customer

Information

We manage and use personal

information about customers in an

appropriate manner.

(Page 287) (Page 306) (Page 315) 
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Related information

Feature of Fiscal 2020: Customer Satisfaction—Quickly Providing Air Purification Solutions as a 

Company that Provides Solutions with Air

Feature of Fiscal 2019: Customer Satisfaction—Developing Fluorochemicals for a Digital World using 

Co-Creation with Customers

Feature of Fiscal 2018: Customer Satisfaction—Global Product Development Structure to Quickly 

Address Various Regional Needs

Feature of Fiscal 2017: Customer Satisfaction—Create a Mechanism That Brings Peace of Mind by 

Promoting Adoption of Low-Environmental- Impact Heat-Pump Heating (0.7MB)

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2020/03) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2019/03) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2018/03) 

(https://www.daikin.com/-/media/Project/Daikin/daikin_com/csr/feature-past/
feature2017-customer-pdf.pdf) 
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Customer Satisfaction

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Basic Policy

The Daikin Group Philosophy states that our mission is to identify and realize customers' future needs and

dreams, even those that they themselves may not yet be aware of. By providing high quality products,

materials, and service, as well as proactively proposing new solutions, we want to not only improve

convenience and comfort for customers, but also increase the level of customer satisfaction.

Daikin aims to expand development sites and enhance our technical capabilities in responding to diversifying

customer needs and creating new value that will contribute to society. We will deliver the best possible

customer satisfaction by providing products and services localized to each market and ensuring they have a

high level of quality.

We will continue to pursue customer satisfaction throughout the entire lifecycle of our products by assessing

customer needs around the world and applying them in our product development and other business efforts.

Daikin measures the degree to which customers are satisfied with after-sales services and utilizes this

information to improve customer satisfaction. We are engaged in enhancing service engineer technical

capabilities and improving the level of support for customers under a basic policy aimed at "the ultimate in

quality service through speed, accuracy, and good manners" in the service divisions responsible for

maintenance and other services.
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Management Structure for Expanding Development Sites

In order to meet diverse customer needs and create new value that contributes to society, it is important that

Daikin first build up its technological superiority by leading further advanced technologies: inverters, heat

pumps, and fluorochemicals. It is also important to combine state-of-the-art technologies from around the

world—such as information-communication, sensors, materials, processing, medicine, and healthcare—with

Daikin technologies to come out with products and services that provide new value to customers.

Today’s world of unprecedented and rapid technological change requires the creation of new value, which is

only possible through collaborative innovation that fuses a wide range of knowledge and technologies and

Global Production/Development Bases

Global Production Bases

Over100  locations

Global R&D Bases

46  locations

takes us beyond current boundaries. To this end, Daikin established the Technology and Innovation Center in

November 2015 with the aim of promoting collaboration with external partners in order to contribute to

society through the creation of new value. We have established 30 development bases in six regions around

the world at which we develop products in order to promptly and accurately respond to the needs of regional

customers.

In November 2019, we established the Technology and Innovation Center CVC Office to promote collaborative

creation with startup companies as a mean to accelerate open innovation integrating technologies and

knowledge from both inside and outside the company. We will aim to quickly verify hypotheses to create new

products, services and business models through collaborative creation with startup companies around the

world practicing fast-paced management with advanced technologies, innovative ideas, and a spirit to

challenge.

(March 2022)
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Technology Development Base: Technology and Innovation Center

Collaborative Innovation with Internal and External Partners to Create New Value

The Technology and Innovation Center (TIC), Daikin’s core base of technological development, brings together

approximately 700 technicians in a range of fields. Amassing the strength of Daikin Group technicians, and

strengthening cooperation and ties among companies, universities, and research institutes possessing unique

technologies in differing industries and fields, the TIC is aimed at combining the strengths of people,

information, and technologies from inside and outside Daikin in order to come up with innovation through

collaboration.

To maximize this collaboration between Daikin and its partners, the TIC has gathering rooms, which can be

used for anything from technician meetings to exchange unbridled opinions, to gatherings of opinion leaders

from universities and industries around the world to use as they wish in spreading their ideas. They act as

satellite offices of industry-academia collaboration projects between Daikin and the University of Tokyo,

Osaka University, and other universities.

Technology and Innovation Center (TIC)

Related information

Technology and Innovation Center (TIC)

Feature of Fiscal 2015: New Value Creation—Collaborative Innovation with Other Industries and Fields
 (830KB)

(https://www.daikin.com/about/corporate/tic/) 

(https://www.daikin.com/-/media/Project/Daikin/daikin_com/csr/feature-past/
feature2015-newvaluecreation-pdf.pdf) 
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Boosting Development Functions around the World

Responding to the Needs That Arise from Differing Cultures and Values in Countries and Regions of

the World

Daikin has established over 100 production bases around the world and does business in over 170 countries,

and more than 75% of its sales come from outside Japan. To create the new value demanded by customers

and their societies, we must develop products that match the cultures and values of each worldwide region.

Daikin has R&D centers around the world, including in China, Europe, and North America, where efforts are

made to create new value that matches various regional needs.

In today’s era of lightning-fast change, conventional core technologies no longer meet the world’s diverse

needs. That’s why in May 2017 we have established the Daikin Open Innovation Lab Silicon Valley (DSV) as a

sub-office of the TIC, a place where we come up with distinctly new products through the fusion of state-of-

the-art technologies in artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT). At the DSV in North America,

a society of rapid technological change, we are striving to both absorb current state-of-the-art technologies

and strengthen IoT and AI technologies.

In December 2017, we opened the Daikin Information and Communications Technology College in the TIC

with the goal of fostering human resources who develop technologies and new businesses utilizing AI. The

aim is to create new innovation through basic research in areas such as AI and IoT, the creation of systems for

things like smart factories, the passing on of expert production-line techniques to the next generation, and

the fostering of human resources who can advance the utilization of AI.

Related information

Feature of Fiscal 2019: Human Resources—Daikin's Unique Approach to Developing AI and IoT Human

Resources for Driving Innovation

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2019/04) 
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Increasing Satisfaction with Services

Building a Worldwide Customer Service System

At Daikin, we aim to enhance the comfort and convenience of customers; thereby increasing their satisfaction

by taking the initiative to make proactive solution proposals in addition to continually enhancing the skills of

our engineers and level of dedication.

Contact Center (UK) Customer Service Center (China)

For customers in Japan, the Daikin Contact Center is open 24 hours a day, every day of the year for general

inquiries from addressing repair requests to providing information and advice on our products from

purchasing to technical consultations. We have also established overseas Contact Centers and an information

provision platform on our website or via app to build up our after-sales service system so that customers can

access the service they need according to the situation in their particular country or region based on Daikin's

slogan of "speed, accuracy, and good manners," thereby improving customer satisfaction.
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Understanding Service Satisfaction

At Daikin, we conduct customer survey annually to assess the degree of service satisfaction.

Customer Satisfaction*

(Base year) 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Japan (FY2015) 1.11 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.14

Spain (FY2016) 1.21 1.15 1.12 1.13 1.14

China (FY2018) - 1.00 1.04 1.04 1.04

India (FY2016) 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.15 1.19

Indonesia (FY2017) 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.10 1.11

Singapore (FY2015) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00

Italy (FY2019) - - 1.00 1.07 1.01

Vietnam (FY2015) 1.04 1.09 1.11 1.17 1.21

Australia (FY2015) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02

France (FY2019) - - 1.00 0.98 1.02

UAE (FY2015) 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.05

* Satisfaction of after-sales services, regarding the base year as 1.00.
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Note:

Overall Satisfaction

Results of responses received as we hand out brochure on online survey upon the completion of service, as well as on

postcard-sized surveys that are sent to a random sampling of customers one or two weeks after they receive servicing and

have not responded to the online survey. Weighted average on a scale of 5.

In Japan, we conduct fureai surveys to assess customer support within after-sales services. In fiscal 2021,

services received an overall customer satisfaction score of 4.60 (average on a scale of 5). We believe this result

reflects our enhanced online survey security measures and other priority measures taken such as "dispatch

within two days" for commercial air conditioners that we implemented in fiscal 2021.
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Note:

Training of Service Engineers

Establishing Systematic Knowledge and Skills Education Necessary for Improving Service Quality

In addition to basic training on air conditioning service quality for service engineers, we conduct a variety of

training for each management level and job description and provide education necessary for acquiring

certification.

In Japan, we hold workshops and giving technical assessment tests to all service engineers. Our rule is that no

one other than service engineers who are certified with a minimum level of skill should carry out repair work

alone. We are striving to provide training and education that raises skill levels and produces service engineers

who can carry out precise, appropriate work while ensuring their safety on the job, thus meeting customer

demands in terms of technologies and skills.

To further improve their abilities, we hold high-level training for chief engineers. So far, a cumulative total of

over 2,000 people have passed the certification test for chief engineers. We have revised our certification

examination system to incorporate quantitative evaluation for service quality performance in the certification

standard in fiscal 2021. The quantification of technical capabilities on the job site allows us to identify their

strengths and weaknesses, which will contribute to their growth.

Overseas, we also introduced service engineer certification systems and educational programs among other

efforts. We launched programs in China in 2016 and in the ASEAN/ Oceania region in 2017. Further, we will

also introduce these programs in Europe and Latin America.

We dispatch service experts from Japan to each country to conduct instructions on brazing, diagnose failures

and provide technical guidance on repairs for key personnel to improve service quality. We provide a

foundation to enable key personnel to continue developing these efforts in their own country.

Similar to fiscal 2020, we did not dispatch service experts in fiscal 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Case Study: Service Olympics

After holding the first Service Olympics in 2016 at which 28 service engineers in 20 countries were selected to 

compete, the skills contests where participants competed on repair technology and customer support service 

quality were held in China, Asian countries and European countries. In 2019, contests were held in Central 

Europe, the U.K., and Thailand, and a regional contest was held for the first time in Europe.

In fiscal 2021, the competitions were put on hold due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, a service innovation 

contest was held in search of new solution products where we invited participants from around the world to 

submit their ideas.

Going forward, we will provide an environment in which employees and engineers in each area able to 

improve through competition.
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In the "Service University" training program for service engineers in Japan, participants take training courses 

right for their job over a period of four years. They also have regular tests to ensure they are retaining what 

they have learned. In fiscal 2021, there were 63 participants in their first year, 54 in their second year, 24 in 

their third year, and 24 in their fourth year. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the training program has been 

offered through our website, such as via e-learning (Daikin Online Training) and Web-LIVE training.

Also, at service bases across Japan, teams are created that compete against each other in the annual Service 

Awards tournament. There, teams are quantitatively judged and awarded for their level of service in areas 

such as speed, accuracy, and good manners.

Educational Programs to Improve Installation Quality

Quality of installation work is also an important aspect of customer satisfaction. Daikin Industries, Ltd. has 

seven training centers around Japan where we hold a variety of courses so that engineers can learn design, 

installation, and service techniques. We develop training programs to improve the installation and service 

skills of Daikin engineers as well as dealers.

In fiscal 2021, we established Training Plaza Saitama within the HVAC Kanto Sales Office in Omiya and began 

lectures on the fundamentals and installation. With the significant increase in demand for heating and 

cooling, we encourage more attendees to participate in lectures from Saitama and Kanagawa in aiming to 

enhance partnerships and expertise in installation among dealers.

We implemented an overhaul to step-up training to respond to a wide variety of job types and scopes of work 

in the market. This involved dividing job types into seven categories and changing the training structure to 

allow participants to choose training courses that are more practical. We will provide a total of 74 courses, 

which include step-up training, qualification acquisition and preparation courses for qualification exams. 

In addition, we added 10 new online courses to extend flexibility to suit different learning styles for 

distributors to attend the courses more efficiently.

In particular, Daikin is among the first to introduce lectures on flareless joints, which enables consistent 

installation quality without requiring specialty skills in order to prevent refrigerant leakage resulting from 

deficient quality in flare installation.

Moreover, we provide support on human resources development to promote and enhance energy 

management business aimed at improving energy efficiency.
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Skills training for distributors
eco-booklet

Introduction to Remote Control for Air Conditioners involving remote control methods such as relay

circuits and sequence for small to medium sized buildings that are 100,000 m3 or less for training of

service engineers

Centralized Air Conditioning Control Application to learn the basics of instrumentation engineering, such

as remote control and status monitoring by connecting equipment of other companies to system products

(iTM)

System Products Basics (for the Daikin VRV system) to learn the basic knowledge for understanding

challenges faced by customers and making appropriate equipment and system product suggestions

System Products Application (for the Daikin VRV system) to acquire knowledge for incorporating

information in other building equipment and making proposals in anticipation of the life cycle

E-Learning on Introduction to Building Equipment, which is the prerequisite to the above

Main New Training
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Understanding and Reflecting Customer Needs

Stepping Up Worldwide Marketing Research

Daikin is conducting development rooted in the community led by our R&D centers in China and Europe, as

well as in other locations around the world, including Asia/Oceania and North America, in order to accurately

and promptly assess the needs of each region and apply that knowledge to product development.

In addition, in an effort to development new business and explore new technologies, we utilize open

innovation labs to collaborate with local venture firms and start-ups in Silicon Valley and Shenzhen. In Japan,

we pursued industrial-academia collaboration with universities such as the University of Tokyo and Osaka

University. .

Furthermore, with the establishment of the Technology and Innovation Center CVC Office, we are now able to

cooperate with start-ups around the world with speedier decision-making processes. By quickly examining

novel thinking, we will aim to swiftly create new products, services and business models.

Main Product Development at R&D Center

China

Air conditioner with PM2.5 filer

Indoor unit for kitchens that can deal with intense greasy smoke

Indoor unit for bathrooms with enhanced dehumidifying and drying function

Development of air quality improvement technology through collaboration

between DOSZ and Tsinghua University

Development of service utilizing data obtained from air quality and biosensors

We plan to implement trials for the above technology and services within China in

the future.

Europe

Air conditioner with expanded operating range in low temperature range

Differentiated products such as heat-pump heater top grade with a higher hot

water temperature

Going forward, we will strengthen collaboration with TIC, such as conducting

research with mutual operation, with a focus on the key theme of converting

combustion heaters to heat-pump heaters as a strategy for space and water heaters

in the Fusion 25 Strategic Management Plan.

North America

Create differentiated products by combining Daikin’s strength in technology

(inverters, multi-split units, refrigerants, etc.) with air conditioning products

specific to North America

In the future, we will promote the creation of new values through utilizing AI and

IoT technology.
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*

Example from Daikin Turkey A.S.

Daikin Turkey A.S. is conducting surveys on NPS* and level of satisfaction via questionnaires among its

business partners including retailers and service partners. The surveys examine the level of satisfaction,

expectations, and requests with regard to quality and services.

Following from the survey result, we enhanced our online features in fiscal 2021 by moving away from

mail orders to making it possible to handle quotes and manage orders, sales price of products and

inventories online. Currently, this system is being used at many dealers and service partners.

NPS stands for Net Promoter Score, which is an index that measures customer loyalty.

Provision of product information to customer

Related information

Feature of Fiscal 2018: Customer Satisfaction—Global Product Development Structure to Quickly

Address Various Regional Needs

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2018/03) 
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Daikin Solutions Plaza Fuha Osaka

Utilization of Daikin Solutions Plaza

To anticipate future customer desires, we believe it is essential that products designers and engineers deepen

direct communications with customers. At our Solutions Plaza facilities located in Tokyo, Osaka, Shanghai,

New York, Istanbul in Turkey, and throughout the world, we consult with customers while they are browsing

actual products and energy management systems.

The virtual showroom fuha that was launched on our website in 2020 offers informative videos on the

concerns customers may have or products of interest, as well as direct chat with dedicated staff through

Online AC Consultation. 

In addition, our initiative for customers to experience fuha up-close, such as Online LIVE Tour that allows

customers to see products online, have become well established. Going forward, we will continue to make

more new proposals for Daikin’s customers.

Related information

fuha, Daikin's hands-on showrooms (available in Japanese only) (https://www.ac.daikin.co.jp/fuha) 
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Customer Inquiries Used in Improving Products and Developing New Ones

Requests, complaints, and other information obtained by the Contact Centers is recorded in a database.

Information regarding the opinions and requests that sales representatives obtain from customers is shared

among the Quality Division and relevant departments, who investigate causes and establish countermeasures

to improve products and after-sales services.

Number of Inquiries to the Contact Center (Japan)

Number of Inquiries to the Contact Center (China)

Survey Results Go toward Improving Products and Services

Each division conducts customer surveys to enhance customer satisfaction.

We gather opinions on products on the Daikin website and we invite customers who purchased products to 

join the Daikin membership site Club Daikin, which has around 600,000 members, through which we conduct 

questionnaires.
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In fiscal 2017, in response to requests for stylish air conditioners from customers who "want to remodel their 

home to become more fashionable but don't know what to about the air conditioner," we developed risora 

residential air conditioner offering designs that pursue harmony with interior design and offer the latest 

features. 

With a body only 185mm thick, this model pursues comfort of space and is equipped with the latest features, 

including vertical airflow, ceiling airflow and premium dehumidification, features culminated in the Urusara 7 

energy-efficient air conditioner. 

In fiscal 2018, we added the option of customizable coatings of the front panel with a selection of 600 colors 

available in order to coordinate with the diversified interior designs.  

The risora residential air conditioner design and functionality have gained a strong reputation in Japan and 

overseas, winning the fiscal 2017 Good Design Award and the international design award iF Design Award 

2018.

risora, which balances design and functionality
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Karaie which addresses dehumidification needs at home

In fiscal 2018, we launched Karaie, which dehumidifies homes without manual draining, in response to 

customers who worry about the interior humidity while they are away from home for an extended time for 

the Japanese market.
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Universal Design in Product Development

Developing Products That Anyone Can Use Easily

Daikin incorporates universal design (UD) into product development to enable even the elderly and physically

disabled to operate products with ease.

Daikin Industries, Ltd. constantly strives to ensure that UD takes into account the needs of users by developing

products with the realization that UD and monozukuri are one and the same.

Products Reflecting Customer Feedback: Intuitive Remote Control Units That Are Easy for Seniors and

Foreign Visitors in Japan to Operate

Commercial air conditioners used in offices, shops and hotels are advancing with a variety of features that

consider comfort, energy-saving and convenience. 

At the same time, remote controls are becoming more complicated, making them difficult to understand by

seniors and foreign visitors to Japan, two groups that have been on the rise in recent years, resulting in an

inability to use the air conditioner in the way they expect.

The intuitive remote control used for the FIVE STAR ZEAS series of air conditioners for stores and offices

released in April 2017 have a limited number of buttons and the LCD display can be changed to make

operation easier for the user. 

In addition, the display languages include Japanese, English, and for the first time, Chinese, as well as

pictograms for those who speak other languages. In addition to the FIVE STAR ZEAS series, the remote

controls can be used with multi-split type air conditioners for business use, realizing intuitive remote control

operation easy for anyone to understand in a wider range of settings.
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Chemicals Divisions Initiatives

The chemicals divisions have identified "improvement of quality," "stable supply," "communication,"

"response to needs (development of new products)," and "environmental consciousness" as the main points 

to increase customer satisfaction, and aim to gain greater trust and satisfaction from customers by continually 

assessing information regarding the level of customer satisfaction and making improvements accordingly.

Product Study Sessions and Various Exchange Gatherings

While the fluorochemical products produced by the chemicals divisions are highly advanced and highly 

functional materials, molding/processing them can sometimes require specialized methods. Not only do 

representatives of the Technical Service Department visit our customers to explain about our products, but we 

also conduct customer-oriented training seminars, titled "the Fluorine Classroom," to explain about the 

special properties of fluorine materials, and we hold product study sessions to guide them on the

molding/processing methods using the facilities and equipment available to the company. 

In fiscal 2021, we held 20 online sessions of Fluorine Classroom for customers who have expressed interest, 

which were attended by around 900 participants.

In addition, our annual networking sessions of "Chemicals Customer Appreciation Meeting" and "Dai Fluorine 

Gas Meeting," which are normally held between top management where participants deepen interactions 

through the introduction of efforts for application development and functions of fluorine that lead to new 

application development, have been postponed once again in fiscal 2021 after the previous year due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

In addition, we have vastly increased the amount of product information on our website in efforts to share 

more about the features and safety of our products. Inquiries from customers via our website are handled by 

sales representatives, who share the details of these inquiries with Daikin divisions related to technical service, 

research and development, quality assurance, and environment and safety.
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For this purpose, once a month the chemicals divisions hold meetings that integrate business, research, and

manufacturing, and training sessions. The goal is to share not only business information, but also knowledge

regarding products, related laws and patent information. By giving concrete examples of product applications

and use, as well as relaying customer needs, these meetings aid in the development of new products and

applications. They also give sales staff a deeper understanding of product features so that they can provide

customers with new solutions. 

In fiscal 2021, sales departments also held training and educational sessions on such topics as the environment,

AI & IoT, and compliance.

The chemicals divisions will continue to train personnel so that they acquire a deep knowledge on the use of

fluorine in various business situations.

Related information

Fluorochemicals website (available in Japanese only)

The sales representatives of the chemicals divisions need to listen to researchers and product developers, who 

are Daikin customers, about the product functions they seek and offer them the ideal products for their needs. 

In order to optimize product functions in accordance with the circumstances of these customers, it is essential 

to have diverse knowledge of such things as processing methods, amount of additives, and temperatures.

(https://www.daikinchemicals.com/jp.html) 
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Customer Satisfaction

PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY

Quality Policy

Providing Safe, High-Quality Products and Services

With this in mind, Daikin strives to stay ahead of customer needs by providing high-quality products and

services based on its corporate policies of "Absolute Credibility," "Enterprising Management," and

"Harmonious Personal Relations."

With a quality management system in place, we ensure that our products are of the highest levels of safety

and quality in all processes: from design and manufacture to sales and after-sales service.

Quality Policy in the Divisions

Air conditioning divisions: "Provide high-quality products through relentless improvement activities." 

Service divisions: "Achieve the highest level of service quality (in speed, accuracy, and politeness)." 

Chemicals divisions: "Provide quality that sells and that satisfies customers' demands."

Product Quality Management Structure

Thorough Management in Development, Procurement, and Production

All major manufacturing bases in Daikin have obtained ISO 9001 certification and have quality management

systems conforming to this international standard. Company divisions maintain high levels of product quality

and ensure proper management of each department, such as development, procurement, and production. We

are also improving quality at our contract manufacturers.

In all aspects of the quality management system, each division continuously carries out internal audits, assesses

the operational system, and carries out the PDCA cycle's do, check, and act steps. Furthermore, every year each

division sets key quality measures and targets based on the Group's new year policy and then plans and

executes a fiscal year plan based on these measures and targets.
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Initiatives by each division

Quality Program

The air

conditioning

divisions

With the goal of establishing a Daikin quality that meets customer expectations, the

air conditioning divisions strive to take the following initiatives

Improve simulation technology and revise design criteria through advanced

operating data collection on the market

Improve market information analysis by expanding the models and period of

monitoring

Implement measures to eliminate lot defects caused by equipment

Conduct measures to prevent outflow of defects due to human error

Enhance the quality of purchased products through co-creation with suppliers

The

chemicals

divisions

In the chemicals divisions, we are working to further improve quality and ensure stable

supply to meet customer satisfaction. In order to eliminate waste due to quality

defects, we are strengthening the verification of settings and management of

conditions for making quality products in the manufacturing process. These efforts will

drive an awareness toward improving overall quality and ensure dependable quality

that helps retain customers even when demand is low.

1. Improve product appeal: Accurately assess customer needs, study the difference in

quality compared to competitors’ products, and implement quality improvement.

2. Achieve zero defects: Eliminate and provide training on defects resulting from

operation and equipment (enhance management procedures on equipment,

including work environment by stepping up workers’ ability to identify risks), and

implement defect elimination with early intervention based on trend

management.

3. Strengthen quality process: With fiscal 2021 being the first year for implementing

global efforts on stabilizing the quality of major products, we are conducting

efforts aimed at achieving both improved productivity and quality.
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Quality Assurance Process

Quality Control System
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*

Improving Quality

Only Those Products That Pass Our Strict Design Review for Product Safety Are Manufactured

The air conditioning divisions have reformed their development process with a stricter, more segmented

design review* under which the personnel in charge of the development divisions inspect the proposed

products for conformity to Daikin standards using the five criteria of an individual design review (DR): product

quality, monotsukuri (the art of manufacturing), cost-effectiveness, compliance, and security. The item of

security was newly added in fiscal 2020 in response to the heightened information security risks for our

company's products.

In the chemicals divisions, we have been conducting reviews based on a four-level management system

consisting of development theme verification, technology establishment, business-viability establishment, and

mass-productivity. As key review standards, in addition to the four criteria of product quality, monotsukuri

(the art of manufacturing), cost-effectiveness, and compliance, we focus on safety and environmental

consciousness. Because we were not able to get evaluations in the past from customers and the industry with

regards to criteria in the stage of business-viability establishment, we are increasing the number of inspections

we do to strengthen design review functionality.

Design review: A system of coordinated activities covering design quality of products under development and the various

processes involved in bringing these products to fruition. The products in question are objectively assessed and improvement

suggestions are made, and only those products that pass each stage can move onto the next.

Development Process Raises Quality (Air Conditioning Divisions)
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Example of Quality Improvement in Development: Global Product Structural Audit

Every two years, Daikin holds a meeting of the Global Product Structural Audit. With participation by quality

control managers from production bases, the goal of this meeting is to share know-how and bring together

those working on the front lines of quality so as to ensure that Daikin's product structural auditing is

conducted at the highest possible level worldwide.

At a Global Product Structural Audit activity

Forced fire test conducted in a combustion test room

Example of Quality Improvement in Development: Forced Fire Test Conducted in Combustion Test

Room

During the development stage, we perform forced ignition tests on actual products to ensure that even if an

accident occurs due to a faulty product the problem does not spread beyond the product itself.
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We have two systems for gathering information—on customers and products—from markets around the 

world. The information is used to solve problems at each base and thus create better products.

System for Sharing Information to Solve Problems

Establishing Protocol for Promptly Handling Product Accidents

Daikin products are designed based on quality standards and design standards that ensure that, even if users

misuse machinery or use it beyond recommended limits, there is no danger for the users; and even if there is a

product accident, the danger to the user is minimized. 

In case of a product accident, we have systems in place that allow us to quickly relay the necessary information

and handle the problem, and minimize the impact on the product users and the general public.

We strive to prevent major product accidents from occurring. When the cause of a minor product accident is

discovered, we examine it to determine whether this could also lead to an accident. The information we

gather is reflected into the development of future products.

In fiscal 2021, there were no cases of product recall.

Related information

Important Announcements (available in Japanese only)

Working Closely with Suppliers

Refer to "Raising Product Quality and Ensuring Safety Together with Suppliers" (Working Closely with

Suppliers) (Page 485) 

(http://www.daikin.co.jp/taisetsu) 
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Policy on Product Safety

Product Safety Voluntary Action Guidelines

The Daikin Group (hereinafter, "the Group") believes that its most important management task is to

provide products that satisfy customers from the standpoint of our customer when designing and making

products that have a high level of safety and quality. To this end, we have formulated the following basic

policies on product safety in efforts to provide ever-greater levels of safety and quality in products.

1. Legal Compliance

The Group shall observe the Consumer Product Safety Act and other product-related laws and safety

standards.

2. Ensuring Product Safety

The Group shall establish a quality management system and execute measures to maintain product

safety in all processes extending from product design to production, sales, and after sales service. And

the Group shall display appropriate, easy-to-understand instructions and warnings on products and in

instruction manuals to ensure the safe use of our products by our customers.

3. Collecting and Providing Product Accident Information

The Group shall actively collect information from our customers concerning accidents involving Daikin

products and quickly report this information to our executive management while providing customers

with suitable information.

4. Immediate and Appropriate Response to Product Accidents

In the unlikely event of a safety problem occurring in the use our product, our first and primary

concern shall be for the safety of our customers, and we shall take immediate actions to minimize and

prevent the occurrence of a serious accident. Actions to be taken immediately shall include repairing

or replacing the product in question, publicizing the problem through the appropriate media, and

submitting a statutory report on the problem to the relevant authorities. All relevant people outside

the company, including sales company personnel, will be informed of the situation.

5. Product Safety Promotion

The Group shall establish a quality assurance system that it uses to ensure product safety and quality.

We shall ascertain information related to the safety and quality in the marketplace and provide

accurate feedback to personnel within our company in order to reflect it into future product design

and manufacture.

6. Education, Training, and Monitoring

The Group shall constantly make every effort to promote the safety and quality of our product

through widespread education and training within the company in laws and regulations on product

safety. We also shall regularly monitor work to ensure product safety is being achieved.

(Formulated in June 2007)
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Global Product Safety Standards

We have formulated our Global Product Safety Standards to ensure products are designed for the utmost

safety by having standards common to all Daikin worldwide bases. The goal is to make sure that products can

be operated safely and that damage is limited to the absolute minimum in case of a product accident—

whether the customer is using the product correctly or incorrectly, and whether the customer can operate the

product safety during an atypical usage situation.

These safety standards set common rules for the global Daikin Group regarding things like fire, electrical

shock, and explosion, and stipulate two layers of safety in the design: design that will prevent accidents from

occurring, and design that will minimize damage should an accident occur.
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Efforts to Ensure Safety

Clear and Concise Product Use Instructions

The Consumer Product Safety Act obligates companies to design products for safety and provide consumers

with information and warnings so that household product accidents can be avoided.

Based on the failsafe* philosophy, Daikin's system of checks ensures that customer safety is the top priority in

design and that design review (DR) leads to safe products.

Our website also provides consumers with information including the model number and production year of

products already on the market. We abide by the Ministerial Ordinance of technical standards for the

Electrical Appliance and Material Safety Law by placing labels on our residential air conditioners and

ventilation fans (which are covered by this law) that state the duration of product use.

Failsafe: Design methodology and mechanisms for control that ensure safety in case of failure in equipment, mechanisms or

systems.

Optimizing information tool

In Japan, about one-third of the product accidents are the result of improper product operation. Therefore,

Daikin strives to provide customers with accurate, easy-to-understand operating instructions so that they can

use our products safely.

The air conditioning divisions conduct product labeling in compliance with industry guidelines, such as the

Guidelines for Labeling Household Products for Safe Use (5th edition), published by the Association for Electric

Home Appliances, and the Revisions Labeling Procedures, published by the Japan Refrigeration and Air

Conditioning Industry Association.

When we make product user manuals, we make sure they are readable, easy to understand, and easily

searchable. This ensures that customers can use products with peace of mind. We work with our design,

quality control, service, and sales departments to improve areas of customer confusion in order to make

manuals with which customers can get the answers they need quickly.

Examples of improvements to product information disclosure

Installation manuals have been resized from A1 to A4 booklets to make the text easier to read

User manuals are now downloadable from our website using smartphone or computer

The support page now includes additional video support while video manuals are available on the

website to help customers resolve situations where they cannot tell normal and abnormal operating

conditions apart based on a user manual alone

Added videos on FAQ and AI fault diagnosis

Enhanced details of notification on the remote control to display current operating status in an easy-to-

understand manner
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Customer Satisfaction

PROTECTING CUSTOMER INFORMATION

Protecting Customer Information

Personal Information Managers and Thorough Employee Education

To properly protect the range of customer information entrusted to us, Daikin has a Personal Information

Protection Policy, as well as various in-house rules for information protection. In the Daikin Group in Japan,

we hold annual conferences of personal information managers and others in each division in an effort to

reduce risk related to confidential information and personal information.

Particularly in divisions that handle repair information data on customers on a daily basis, we do everything

possible to keep this information secure. To continually monitor and improve on our information security

system, employees conduct their own self assessments, the legal department conducts legal audits, and the

Internal Auditing Department conducts audits.

Related information

Information Security

PRIVACY POLICY

Response to Personal Data Regulations

(Page 427) 

(https://www.daikin.com/privacy) 

(Page 448) 
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